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Abstract
Teenagers are starting to use the Internet to circumvent the ordinarily stringent
restrictions on the sale of alcohol to underage individuals. Since states have
always punished vendors for furnishing alcohol to minors, companies that choose
to sell alcohol online must recognize that they could be criminally and civilly liable
if they do not take reasonable precautions to ensure that minors do not obtain
their product. This Article examines the steps online alcohol vendors might take in
order to protect themselves from liability so that they can continue to run their
ventures in a profitable manner.
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INTRODUCTION
<1>State governments, in charge of alcohol regulation since the end of Prohibition,
are facing a new challenge in today’s technological age with the increase in online
alcohol sales. A recent study reveals that more than 500,000 teenagers have bought
alcohol online.2  In addition, the study indicates that over three million teenagers
know a peer who has purchased alcohol through a Web site.3  It quickly becomes
evident while browsing the Internet that purchasing alcohol online is not complicated.
Established companies such as Safeway, Albertson’s, Costco, and Beverages & More!
have Web sites that allow consumers to order beer, wine, and distilled alcohol to be
delivered right to their doorstep.4  There are also many smaller online businesses
that provide American consumers, and potentially minors, with alcohol on demand.5
<2>While some online liquor stores (“OLSs”) pay an extra fee for a shipping company
to obtain an adult signature at the delivery site, others do not. Some Web sites even
mock state laws by advertising that they will ship orders in “discreet” packages.6
Compounding the problem is the fact that some states have recently passed laws to
expand the sale of alcohol online, yet they lack the resources to regulate such online
ventures.7  Since 2002, only a few states have conducted online compliance checks
on OLSs.8  Each of these inspections revealed that minors were successfully obtaining
alcohol online.9 1
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<3>The ease with which minors are ordering alcohol online has developed into a
serious problem. States have always been concerned with the negative consequences
associated with underage drinking. Young adults are three times more likely to be
involved in an alcohol-related vehicular accident as compared with other drivers, and
twice as likely to be involved in accidents resulting in a fatality.10  Further, the
economic cost of these accidents in the United States has been estimated at nineteen
billion dollars annually.11  For these and other reasons, every jurisdiction in the
United States has enacted laws to prevent minors from buying or drinking alcohol.12
<4>In 2004, three OLSs that allowed minors to order and receive alcohol from their
Web sites, without “meaningful” age checks, were fined $5,000 by the Alcoholic
Beverages Control Commission of Massachusetts (“ABCC”).13  The ABCC also ordered
these OLSs to install a mechanism on their Web sites that would automatically reject
orders placed from buyers in Massachusetts.14  Luckily for these OLSs the possibility
of civil actions was averted because no injuries to minors or third parties resulted
from the sales. Nevertheless, it is likely that states, who have heavily regulated
alcohol sales in the past, will want to ensure that they are protecting their citizens by
controlling online alcohol sales as well. The question that arises is how far must these
OLSs go to verify a customer’s age and protect themselves from criminal and civil
liability?
<5>This Article first examines the issue by looking at the criminal and civil liability for
underage alcohol sales in traditional brick and mortar businesses. The Article then
demonstrates how current laws, regulations, and judicial decisions apply to OLSs in
order to determine the necessary steps that need to be taken to shield online
vendors from liability for potentially providing alcohol to minors. In discussing the
matter, this Article highlights the jurisdictional issues concerning online businesses
and the different online age verification systems available to OLSs.
CRIMINAL LIABILITY FOR BRICK AND MORTAR LIQUOR STORES
<6>The enactment of the 21st Amendment in 1933 ended Prohibition and gave states
the authority to regulate alcohol sales.15  Consequently, states have developed
different alcohol control systems over time.16  Every jurisdiction prohibits the
furnishing of alcohol to minors, although several states make exceptions for various
reasons such as medical treatment, religious services, and situations where the
minor’s parents provide the alcohol.17  It follows from this that minors are prohibited
from buying alcohol, except in Delaware, Indiana, New York, and Vermont, where
purchases by a minor only constitute a crime if fraudulent identification (“ID”) or false
statements are used.18
<7>Penalties also vary by state. In Washington, furnishing alcohol to a minor is a
gross misdemeanor.19  It is punishable by a fine of up to $5,000 and the possibility
of incarceration for one year.20  In Alabama, the crime is a misdemeanor that entails
a fine of $100 to $1,000 and the possibility of up to six months of prison for the first
offense.21  Subsequent offenses are penalized by guaranteed jail time of up to twelve
months.22  New Mexico views this offense as a fourth degree felony and sentences
violators to eighteen months in prison for the first offense, as well as assessing fines
of up to $5,000.23  Most states also reserve the right to suspend or revoke the
vendor’s license to sell alcohol in the event of an offense.24
<8>The defenses available to brick and mortar liquor providers, similarly, differ by
state. Jurisdictions have developed two primary models for interpreting their criminal
statutes regarding furnishing alcohol to minors: (1) strict liability, and (2) allowing for
a good faith defense. Strict liability states hold vendors accountable under all
2
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circumstances.25  Good faith jurisdictions, on the other hand, excuse the alcohol
provider if there was a mistake of age, with states varying on the degree of due
diligence they require of the vendor.26  An example of a good faith state is
Washington, which allows liquor stores to protect themselves from any liability by
having a purchaser present valid ID and sign a certification card stating they
understand it is against the law for an underage person to purchase alcohol.27
CIVIL LIABILITY FOR BRICK AND MORTAR LIQUOR STORES
<9>At common law, there was no cause of action against vendors arising out of the
sale or furnishing of alcohol to minors.28  A supplier of alcohol, thus, was not liable
for the injury or death of one’s customer or a third party that the customer might
injure.29  The courts based this on the theory that individuals were responsible for
their own actions, and that drinking the alcohol, not furnishing it, was the proximate
cause of injuries.30
<10>Today, however, most states dismiss the common law rule of nonliability and
allow injured parties to recover against suppliers.31  To do this, the majority of states
have passed dram shop acts.32  One of the purposes of these statutes is to deter the
sale of alcohol to underage individuals by imposing civil liability on vendors in certain
situations where intoxicated minors injure themselves or third parties.33  States
without dram shop acts have allowed plaintiffs to recover under the common law
negligence cause of action.34  Some jurisdictions have even permitted actions based
on negligence per se when an alcohol beverage control statute is violated.35  Liability
under the negligence per se doctrine is easier to prove because the plaintiff’s need to
establish a duty owed and breached by a vendor is eliminated.36
<11>Unlike the defenses for criminal liability, most states agree that if a vendor
makes a good faith effort to verify the age of a customer, then it should not be held
civilly liable for the injuries that the minor causes.37  This immunity for due diligence
in age verification is either provided by the dram shop act, the alcohol beverage
control statute, or is instead created by the court itself.38  Nonetheless, courts have
held that vendors are not acting diligently when they fail to require valid ID or by
merely asking patrons if they are over the age of twenty-one.39
JURISDICTIONAL ISSUES CONCERNING THE ONLINE LIQUOR STORE
<12>If an OLS is prosecuted or sued for furnishing alcohol to a minor, then its first
potential defense can be that the court lacks jurisdiction. This argument, however,
will likely be unsuccessful. For criminal matters, courts have jurisdiction over the OLS
because the crime was committed in their state.40  This is true even if the original
act was in another state and only transmitted through a Web site.41  For civil suits, a
court has personal jurisdiction over an OLS through either (1) specific jurisdiction,
where the cause of action arises from the company’s purposeful contacts with the
state, or (2) general jurisdiction, where the cause of action is unrelated to the
activities within the forum, but the OLS is either incorporated there, or is found to
have “systematic and continuous” activities in that state.42
<13>The emergence of the Internet has brought up many issues regarding personal
jurisdiction.43  Nevertheless, it is becoming clear that a Web site that sells goods to a
consumer has made purposeful contacts with the particular forum in which the
consumer resides, and if the cause of action arises from the sale, then that state has
specific jurisdiction over the company running the Web site.44  Furthermore, some
courts have held that selling items over the Internet to customers from particular
states meets the requirements for general jurisdiction as well.45  Other courts, 3
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however, reject this broad definition of general jurisdiction and require states to
establish that the online company has sufficient “minimum contacts” with the forum
to even consider if there is general jurisdiction.46
<14>Although the debate about the proper general jurisdiction analysis for Web sites
is intriguing, for OLSs the issue is generally unimportant. Many civil lawsuits filed
against OLSs will arise out of the specific sale of alcohol to consumers from that
forum state, and consequently the court will be able to exercise specific jurisdiction.
OLSs, therefore, should be prepared to answer to courts in the states where they sell
alcohol. In addition, OLSs should be aware that doing business in a particular state
may create sufficient contacts for that state’s courts to establish general jurisdiction,
depending upon the test that state employs in its jurisdictional analysis.
LIABILITY FOR THE ONLINE LIQUOR STORE
<15>With respect to criminal liability, OLSs should anticipate that state alcohol
regulatory agencies will soon begin monitoring online violations and punishing
offenders. OLSs should expect to be held liable if they sell alcohol to a minor in
jurisdictions that interpret their alcohol beverage control statutes to be strict liability
laws.
<16>The dilemma for OLSs arises in the states where a good faith defense allows
vendors to be excused for “accidentally” furnishing alcohol to minors, which is also
the standard in the torts field. If an OLS’s business model is set up to allow it to take
orders from all fifty states on the same Web site, then it will face serious compliance
challenges in trying to adhere to each state’s standards.47  Thus, in order for an OLS
to ensure its age verification system is strong enough to preclude liability, it must be
of such quality that the most stringent state considers it a good faith effort to
prohibit minors from buying alcohol.48
<17>Considering this, one court noted that when a business “makes money by serving
liquor where teenagers are known to be present…the situation is so fraught with
foreseeable risk that a business that is in a position to control or reduce the risk has
a duty to do so.”49  The OLS, therefore, should try to verify age in a diligent manner.
The question becomes: what age verification technique should the OLS use to avoid
potential liability?
AGE VERIFICATION TECHNIQUES FOR THE ONLINE LIQUOR STORE
<18>Currently, OLSs employ a variety of approaches to prevent their products from
being sold to minors. Some companies only offer a warning on their sites that a
customer must be the age of majority to order.50  These OLSs are likely to have a
difficult time convincing courts that the posting of a warning, without anything more,
is an exercise of good faith to ensure that minors are not purchasing alcohol. In
effect, this would be like a brick and mortar liquor store asking if a customer was of
legal age, receiving an affirmative answer, and then proceeding with a sale. The
bottom line is that a showing of greater diligence is probably expected, especially
from an online retailer that should acutely be aware that minors might be targeting it
to avoid the identification checks at their local liquor stores.51
<19>Although OLSs that warn consumers they cannot be underage still usually require
a credit card to purchase alcohol, the use of a credit card does not guarantee the
customer is over the age of twenty-one. A 1999 survey found that twenty-eight
percent of respondents between the ages of sixteen and twenty-two did in fact have
a credit card.52  Further, major credit card companies have expressly acknowledged
that an individual having access to a credit card does not prove that they are no
longer minors.53
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<20>Many OLSs, most likely out of concern for potential liability, have begun to
employ other age verification techniques. The most common method used by an OLS
is to ensure that the alcohol is delivered to an adult. Some stores, such as Safeway,
actually deliver groceries and alcohol with their own drivers, who verify that
individuals are at least twenty-one years of age.54  This type of business model is no
different than a Safeway checker asking to see valid ID at the grocery store, and
consequently the same liability will likely attach. Most OLSs, however, are not capable
of delivering the alcohol themselves because they are not located near the consumer.
Instead, these OLSs choose to pay an extra fee to shipping companies such as UPS
and FedEx to verify that the recipient is over the age of twenty-one before making
the delivery.55  Since the goal of an OLS is to be profitable, paying extra shipping
costs increases their overall transaction fees and reduces earnings.56
<21>An even greater problem than the increased costs of doing business is that
liability is still likely to attach to the OLS if a minor obtains alcohol. FedEx’s terms
and conditions specifically place “the responsibility for ensuring compliance with
applicable laws and regulations on the person or company tendering the
shipment.”57  In addition, a prior court decision hints that a vendor can still be held
liable for negligently providing alcohol to a minor, even if they are not directly
responsible for handing the alcohol to the individual. In Tobin v. Norwood Country
Club, Inc., the court imposed liability on a bartender who did not directly serve a
minor because she should have foreseen that a minor might obtain the alcohol under
the circumstances.58  The possibility of minors obtaining liquor online, even with
shippers requiring an adult signature, is not far-fetched.59  It is possible that a
delivery person could fail to obtain the required adult signature, have no experience
in being able to differentiate between authentic IDs and fake IDs, or even fail to
check ID.60  Hence, the OLS could potentially be liable for furnishing alcohol to a
minor under the theory that the OLS should have foreseen such an occurrence and
exercised a higher degree of care.61
<22>Since switching the liability to the shipping company does not seem like a viable
option for OLSs, another online age verification system should be considered. A
service provided by BirthDateVerifier.com is currently being used by companies that
operate adult entertainment Web sites.62  This newly patented system requires users
to create an “electronic affidavit” by giving a sworn statement that they are the age
of majority.63  Unlike other “click-here-if-you-are-over-18” Web sites, there are legal
consequences for providing false information because of the E-Sign Act and the
Unsworn Declarations Act.64  Thus, a minor would have to be willing to commit the
federal felony of perjury to gain access to the Web site.65
<23>Even though BirthDateVerifier is not likely to significantly increase the cost of a
transaction, it still is not a viable age verification system for an OLS.66  Minors
already assume the risk of being found guilty of a crime when they purchase alcohol
from traditional brick and mortar liquor stores because it, like furnishing alcohol to a
minor, is against the law in all states.67  The possibility of being charged with a
crime, therefore, does not prevent underage individuals from attempting to purchase
alcohol. Further, even though the minor is one of the parties who is breaking the law,
the states still impose civil and criminal liability on the liquor store. For this reason,
BirthDateVerifier would not bar suits against an OLS because it would be analogous
to a minor attempting to purchase alcohol in the traditional manner.
<24>Some companies can provide a service to OLSs that takes a future consumer’s
name, birth date, phone number, and last four digits of their social security number
and verifies this information against public records such as credit bureau databases to
check the individual’s age.68  Although this is a step in the right direction, it is not
fool proof. Many minors have access to their parent’s social security number and can
easily supply this information. To make the system more effective, the OLS would
5
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have to require that the same credit card be used for the purchase. With this
condition, the only way a minor could obtain alcohol would be by stealing their
parent’s credit card. Even though this seems like a good effort by an OLS, it is
important to remember that even one mistake in the age verification process could
lead to catastrophe. By the time a parent discovers their credit card bill and the
unauthorized charge for alcohol on it, a minor could have already become intoxicated
and injured themselves or others.
<25>One company has gone a step further and come up with an intriguing solution to
the online age verification dilemma. After using the customer’s name and address to
identify the individual, IDology creates “knowledge based authentication” questions
that only that specific individual would know and then it checks the answers against
public records.69  For instance, the system could instantaneously ask the consumer
different questions, such as what car they drove in a certain year and where they
lived at that time. It would be more difficult for a minor to answer these questions
due to the lack of first hand knowledge, thereby making the process significantly
more secure. Most importantly, this online age verifier is affordable for an OLS
because the charge per transaction ranges between twenty-five cents and one dollar
– offering a dramatically cheaper alternative than verification by the shipper.70
IDology has already been approved by Michigan’s Liquor Control Commission as a
valid provider of age verification services for direct wine shipments and is endorsed
by Wine America.71
<26>In the future, advances in technology could lead to the use of biometrics and
digital signatures in effective age verification, but these systems are currently
impractical. Biometric identification utilizes biological characteristics or behavioral
traits of individuals to verify their identity electronically.72  One Israeli company has
created an Age Group Recognition (“AGR”) device that allows Web sites to ascertain
the exact age of a consumer.73  AGR works by users connecting a device, similar to a
mouse, to a computer by a USB port.74  Through an internet connection, the device
uses human finger biometric scanning to determine the age of the individual in real
time.75  This is a one-time measurement and does not compromise the person’s
privacy.76  Although the technology of biometrics is intriguing, it is unlikely to be
practical in the near future for an OLS. Companies selling alcohol online cannot
expect that consumers will go through the steps to obtain this product simply to
order alcohol on the Internet. Such a process significantly impairs one of the most
marketable aspects of an OLS: convenience.
<27>For similar reasons, digital signatures are also not presently useful to the OLS.
Digital signatures require an individual to apply a private key, which is usually a
number that is unique to the particular transaction and known by only the holder, to
validate oneself.77  To receive a private key, however, a consumer must first obtain a
digital certificate from either a notary, credit agency, or postal clerk.78  Since many
consumers would be unwilling to deal with this inconvenience just to purchase alcohol
online, digital signatures do not currently provide OLSs with a feasible solution to
online age verification.
CONCLUSION
<28>Different jurisdictions may reach varied results with regard to whether age
verification systems, such as the requirement of an adult signature at delivery or
database record checks, would exonerate an OLS found to have furnished alcohol to
an underage individual. An OLS, however, should still assume that it faces a
significant risk of being found liable for selling alcohol to minors, and that it must find
ways to mitigate that risk. Several new age verification technologies are now
available, and others are in development, that may provide significant assistance to
OLSs in reducing the chances that they will possibly make illegal alcohol sales to
minors. While the use of such technologies cannot provide complete protection from 6
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liability under all state laws, failure to use these safeguards increases an OLS’s
exposure to civil and criminal liability.
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